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Imitation Learning

(Variational) Inference

Optimize desired behavior
Learn from demonstrations

Inference in probabilistic models
Phrased as optimization

← Probabilistic Imitation Learning
→ Learning to Infer

Warm Up: Supervised Learning
• Find function from input space X to output space Y
such that the prediction error is low **
x
Microsoft announced today that they
x acquired Apple for the amount equal to the
gross national product of Switzerland.
GATACAACCTATCCCCGTATATATATTCTA
Microsoft officials stated that they first
x TGGGTATAGTATTAAATCAATACAACCTAT
wanted
to buy Switzerland, but eventually
CCCCGTATATATATTCTATGGGTATAGTAT
were turned off by the mountains and the
TAAATCAATACAACCTATCCCCGTATATAT
snowy winters…
ATTCTATGGGTATAGTATTAAATCAGATAC
AACCTATCCCCGTATATATATTCTATGGGT
ATAGTATTAAATCACATTTA

** error can also be probabilistic (e.g., log likelihood)
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Imitation Learning
• Input:
– Sequence of contexts/states:
s

• Predict:
– Sequence of actions

• Learn Using:
– Sequences of demonstrated actions
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Example: Learning to Optimize
• ! = optimization problem & current location
• " = next location
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• Goal: learn ℎ(!) → "

Held-Out Video
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“I like to speak in movie quotes”
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Background: Risk-Aware Path Planni
Finds a control sequence that minimizes
a cost function
While limiting the probability of crashin
the planning horizon (chance constraint

Computational Oracle

Fig. 7. Comparison of held-out video of the reference speaker compared with AAM reference model rendered predictions. Predicted mouth regions are
rendered onto the original face for visual comparison.

Demonstration of Risk

I TERATIVE I NFERENCE M ODELS
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I NFERENCE M ODELS ARE O PTIMIZATION M ODELS

In Section 3.2, we introduce our contribution, iterative inference models. We first motivate our
approach in Section 3.1 by interpreting standard inference models in VAEs as optimization models,
i.e. models that learn to perform optimization. Using insights from other optimization models, this
interpretation extends and improves upon standard inference models.
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•

Human Demonstrations

Figure 1: Optimization surface of L (in nats) for a 2-D latent Gaussian model and a particular
MNIST data example. Shown on the plot are the MAP (optimal estimate), the output of a standard
inference model (VAE), and an expectation step trajectory of variational EM using stochastic gradient ascent. The plot on the right shows the estimates of each inference scheme near the optimum.
The expectation step arrives at a better final inference estimate than the standard inference model.
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Our Prediction

What to Imitate?
Animal Demonstrations

Taylor, S. et al.

Latent Variable Models
(Segue to Variational Inference)

Inference = Optimization

M ODELS

xample illustrates how inference models differ from conventional optimization techniques.
e having no convergence guarantees on inference optimization, inference models have been
to work well empirically. However, by learning a direct mapping from x to q(z|x), stanference models are restricted to only single-step estimation procedures. This restriction may
in worse inference estimates, thereby limiting the quality of the accompanying generative
. To improve upon this paradigm, we take inspiration from the area of learning to learn,
Andrychowicz et al. (2016) showed that an optimizer model, instantiated as a recurrent neuwork, can learn to optimize the parameters of an optimizee model, another neural network,
rious tasks. The optimizer model receives the optimizee’s parameter gradients and outputs
s to these parameters to improve the optimizee’s loss. Because the computational graph is

monstrate this point in Figure 1 by visualizing the optimization surface of L defined by a
2-D latent Gaussian model and a particular data example, in this case, a binarized MNIST
To visualize the surface, we use a 2-D point estimate as the approximate posterior, q(z|x) =
µq ), where µq = (µ1 , µ2 ) 2 R2 and is the Dirac delta function. See Appendix C.1
ther details. Shown on the plot are the MAP estimate, the estimate from a trained inference
, and an expectation step trajectory using stochastic gradient ascent on µq . The expectation
rives at a better final estimate, but it requires many iterations and is dependent on the step
d initial estimate. The inference model outputs a near-optimal estimate in one forward pass
t hand tuning (other than the architecture), but it is restricted to this single estimate.

cribed in Section 2.1, variational inference transforms inference into the maximization of L
he parameters of q(z|x), constituting the expectation step of the variational EM algorithm. In
l, this is a non-convex optimization problem, making it somewhat surprising that an inference
can learn to output reasonable estimates of q(z|x) across data examples. Of course, directly
ring inference schemes is complicated by the fact that generative models adapt to accome their approximate posteriors. Nevertheless, inference models attempt to replace traditional
zation techniques with a learned mapping from x to q(z|x).

I NFERENCE M ODELS ARE O PTIMIZATION M ODELS

tion 3.2, we introduce our contribution, iterative inference models. We first motivate our
ch in Section 3.1 by interpreting standard inference models in VAEs as optimization models,
dels that learn to perform optimization. Using insights from other optimization models, this
etation extends and improves upon standard inference models.
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1: Optimization surface of L (in nats) for a 2-D latent Gaussian model and a particular
T data example. Shown on the plot are the MAP (optimal estimate), the output of a standard
ce model (VAE), and an expectation step trajectory of variational EM using stochastic gradient. The plot on the right shows the estimates of each inference scheme near the optimum.
pectation step arrives at a better final inference estimate than the standard inference model.

Variational Inference

Stochastic Variational Inference

E.g., Hoffman et al., 2013

Amortized Variational Inference

E.g., VAEs [Rezende et al., 2014] [Kingma & Welling, 2014]

Background: Risk-Aware Path Planning

Figure 1: Optimization surface of L (in nats) for a 2-D latent Gaussian model and
MNIST data example. Shown on the plot are the MAP (optimal estimate), the output
inference model (VAE), and an expectation step trajectory of variational EM using sto
ent ascent. The plot on the right shows the estimates of each inference scheme near t
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Outline For Today

Finds a control sequence that minimizes the expected value
a cost function
While limiting the probability of crashing into obstacles ove
the planning horizon (chance constraint)

Coordinated Learning
Infer Latent Roles

Hierarchical Behaviors
Generative Behavior

Learning to Optimize
Demonstration of Risk

Learn to Infer

← Probabilistic Imitation Learning
→ Learning to Infer

Our Approach

Data-Driven Ghosting using Deep Imitation Learning
Hoang Le, Peter Carr, Yisong Yue, Patrick Lucey. SSAC 2017

Naïve Baseline

State Representation

Data-Driven Ghosting using Deep Imitation Learning
Hoang Le, Peter Carr, Yisong Yue, Patrick Lucey. SSAC 2017

But Who Plays Which Role?
• All we get are trajectories!
– Don’t know which belongs to which role.

• Need to solve a permutation problem
– Naïve baseline ignores this!

Coordination Model
Hoang
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Mixture of Gaussians HMM
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…
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Single-Agent Policies
Coordinated Multi-Agent Imitation Learning
Hoang Le, Yisong Yue, Peter Carr, Patrick Lucey. ICML 2017

Learning Algorithm
Hoang
Le

Standard Imitation Learning

Stochastic Variational Inference
Coordinated Multi-Agent Imitation Learning
Hoang Le, Yisong Yue, Peter Carr, Patrick Lucey. ICML 2017

Learned Roles

LCB
LB
LMF

BETTER

Coordinated vs Uncoordinated

Coordinated Multi-Agent Imitation Learning
Hoang Le, Yisong Yue, Peter Carr, Patrick Lucey. ICML 2017

Background: Risk-Aware Path Planning

Figure 1: Optimization surface of L (in nats) for a 2-D latent Gaussian model and
MNIST data example. Shown on the plot are the MAP (optimal estimate), the output
inference model (VAE), and an expectation step trajectory of variational EM using sto
ent ascent. The plot on the right shows the estimates of each inference scheme near t
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and we maximize the variational lower bound for macro-goals (eq.(4)) and the data:
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VRNN

MAGnet
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agents

• Generative Imitation Learning

• MAGn

team for

– No single “correct” action

• Hierarchical

VRNN

– Predictions at multiple resolutions

VRNN

[Chung et al., 2015]

Hierarchical learning. We can jointly learn our
agent and macro-intent policies by maximizing the
Macro-goals
VRNN
VRNN objective from Eq (6) conditioned
on the
shared gt variables. However, we found in practice that this does not lead to the model learning
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Aside: Animal Behavior
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Learning recurrent representations for hierarchical behavior modeling
Eyrun Eyolfsdottir, Kristin Branson, Yisong Yue, Pietro Perona, ICLR 2017
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→ Learning to Infer

Optimization as Sequential Decision Making
• Many solvers are sequential:
– Greedy
– Search heuristics
– Gradient Descent

• Can view as solver as “agent”
– State = intermediate solution
– Find a state with high reward (solution)

Optimization as Sequential Decision Making
Contextual Submodular Maximization
•
•

Training set: (", $% )
Greedily maximize $% using only "

•

Learning Policies for Contextual Submodular Prediction [ICML 2013]

Stephane Ross

Learning to Search
•
•

Training set: "=MILP, ,=solution/search−trace
Find , (or better solution)

•

Learning to Search via Retrospective Imitation [under review]

Jialin Song

Learning to Infer
•
•

Training set: "=data/model, ==likelihood
Iteratively optimize L (generalizes VAEs)

•

Iterative Amortized Inference [ICML 2018]

Joe Marino
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